External DVD drive for Wii - Internal...

EVERYTHINGWASUNAVAILABLE 2 posts since Aug 13, 2011
My internal DVD drive no longer spins game disks so they can no longer be read. Probably the common fuse problem people have.

However, has anyone had any luck using an external DVD drive to spin game disks?

I understand the games are encoded in a different format and may need LG DVD drives to be read.

Is there a way to read the external DVD drive without hacking or adding unauthorized code to the Wii console? I would prefer to avoid adding unauthorized code to the unit.

Thank you for your replies in advance.

***Removed reference to unauthorized modification.***
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Nope, and even if there was, discussion of such things is against the rules of the forum. So you'll have to contact Nintendo to set up a repair for your console.
it may be possible, but you won't find an answer here.